
2023 Crazy Ribbon Trail Course 
 
 

PEEWEE (ages 8 & under) & JUNIORS (ages 9-11)  
3 refusals you will be asked to move forward 
Wait at Start Cone, at Judges Command 

1. Proceed to Mail Box, Open Show Judge Mail, Return Mail and Close Mail Box, Continue to 
Hanson Hill 

2. Follow Path the zig zag trail and continue down Path1 
3. Continue to ditch and walk thru 
4. Enter Wagon Wheel between cones and walk over the center of the poles, exit thru cones 
5. Enter and walk thru trash pit, continue to poles 
6. Walk over poles, continue to maze 
7. Enter Maze, walk to 1st marker, halt and back out to beginning, halt, walk forward thru maze 
8. Walk over Bridge, continue to barrel 
9. Pick up bucket, walk around 2nd barrel, replace bucket, take a prize, wait to be excused 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



2023 Crazy Ribbon Trail Course 
 

INTERMEDIATES (ages 12-14)  
3 refusals you will be asked to move forward 
Wait at Start Cone, at Judges Command 

1. Proceed to Mail Box stepping over center of pole and side passing to LEFT to Mail Box, Open 
Show Judge Mail, Return Mail and Close Mail Box, Continue to Hanson Hill 

2. Follow Path the zig zag trail and continue down Path2 
3. Continue to ditch, walk into ditch, halt at 1st marker, count to 3 out loud, continue forward 
4. Enter Wagon Wheel between cones and trot over the center of the poles, exit thru cones 
5. Enter and walk thru trash pit, continue to poles 
6. Walk over poles, continue to maze 
7. Enter Maze, walk to 2nd marker, halt and back out to beginning, halt, walk forward thru maze 
8. Walk over Bridge, continue to barrel 
9. Pick up bucket, walk around 2nd barrel, replace bucket, take a prize, wait to be excused 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



2023 Crazy Ribbon Trail Course 
 

SENIORS (ages 15-19)  
3 refusals you will be asked to move forward 
Wait at Start Cone, at Judges Command 

1. Proceed to Mail Box stepping over center of pole and side passing LEFT to Mail Box, Open Show 
Judge Mail, Return Mail and Close Mail Box, Side Pass RIGHT off end of pole, continue to Hanson 
Hill 

2. Follow Path the zig zag trail and continue down Path 3 
3. Continue to ditch, walk into ditch, halt at marker 2, back to marker 1, continue forward 
4. Enter Wagon Wheel between cones and walk over the end of the poles, exit thru cones 
5. Enter and walk thru trash pit, continue to poles 
6. Walk over poles, continue to maze 
7. Enter Maze, walk to 3rd marker, halt and back out to beginning 
8. Walk over Bridge, continue to barrel 
9. Pick up bucket, walk around 2nd barrel, replace bucket, take a prize, wait to be excused 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



2023 Crazy Ribbon Trail Course 
 

ADULTS (ages 20-59) JACK BENNY/BETTY WHITE (60+) 
3 refusals you will be asked to move forward 
Wait at Start Cone, at Judges Command 

1. Proceed to Mail Box Pole, Side passing LEFT to Mail Box, Open Show Judge Mail, Return Mail and 
Close Mail Box, Side Pass RIGHT off end of pole, continue to Hanson Hill 

2. Follow Path the zig zag trail and continue down Rock Steps-Path 4 
3. Continue to ditch and walk thru 
4. Enter Wagon Wheel between cones and trot over the end of the poles, exit thru cones 
5. Enter and walk thru trash pit, continue to poles 
6. Walk over poles, continue to maze 
7. Enter Maze, position your mount and back entire maze, continue to bridge 
8. Walk over Bridge, continue to barrel 
9. Pick up bucket, walk around 2nd barrel, replace bucket, take a prize, wait to be excused 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


